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Programs that provide issue-responsive segments:

LEX 18 News at Sunrise (M-F 4:30a-7a)

LEX 18 News at Noon (M-F 12p-12:30p)

Best of the Bluegrass (M-F 12:30p-1p)

LEX 18 News at 4 (M-F 4p-4:30p)

LEX 18 News at 5 (M-F 5p-5:30p)

LEX 18 News at 5:30 (M-F 5:30p-6:00p)

LEX 18 News at 6 (M-F 6p-6:30p)

LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 (M-F 7p-7:30p)

LEX 18 News at 11 (M-F 11p-11:35p)

LEX 18 News Weekend Sunrise (Sat 6a-7a & 8:30a-9a, Sun 7a-8a & 9a-10a)

LEX 18 News at 6 Weekend (Sat & Sun 6p-6:30p)

LEX 18 News at 11 Weekend (Sat & Sun 11p-11:30p)

The following summarizes a representative sample of programming that provided the most 
significant treatment of community issues during the past quarter. Programming frequently deals 
with more than one issue.

Issues of Local Community Importance featured in Newscasts and listed in this report:

1. Community Issues

2.  Health & Wellness 

3. Political News

4.  In-Depth

5.  Positively LEX 18



WLEX-TV 

Q3 Issues/Programming Report 

July - September 2021

1. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/7/2021

Airtime: 7:01 pm

Segment Duration: 2:55

Description: KSP is creating the Sexual Assault Kit Initiative investigative team, known as SAKI, 
thanks to federal funding. Conroy Delouche tackles this community issue to find out how the 
team will work and what it will mean for police departments across the state working to solve sex 
crimes.

2. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 Weekend

Air Date: 7/10/2021

Airtime: 11:06 pm

Segment Duration: 1:45

Description: Austin Pollack went to a new ice cream shop opening in Jessamine County that is 
giving back to the community. He talked with the owners at The Local Confectionary about their 
plans to donate profits and boost several different projects around the community.  

3. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 7/15/2021

Airtime: 5:38 pm

Segment Duration: 1:49

Description: Kristen Edwards spoke with the Lexington firefighters making their way back from 
the recovery efforts in Florida after the condo building collapsed in Surfside.

Issue 1: Community Issues



4. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 7/16/2021

Airtime: 11:05 pm

Segment Duration: 2:46

Description: Mike Valente went to Pulaski County where residents are demanding a better 
change to an intersection with a high crash rate. The KYTC (Kentucky Transportation Cabinet) 
has proposed a plan to make it safer, but the people say it is not good enough.

5. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 at 11 pm

Air Date: 7/17/2021

Airtime: 11:01 pm

Segment Duration: 1:57

Description: Sofia Millar went to a Recovery rally in Frankfort to find out about the resources 
available to the community and those struggling with drug addiction or substance abuse.

6. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/22/2021

Airtime: 7:00 pm

Segment Duration: 2:00

Description: Kentucky is due to receive nearly $460,000,000 as part of a nationwide settlement 
with drug giants over America's opioid crisis. Austin Pollack introduces us to a group dedicated to 
helping people kick opioid addictions, to see how the money could be used to save lives.

7. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 7/26/2021

Airtime: 5:31 pm

Segment Duration: 1:56

Description: Karolina Buczek spoke with people involved with the Poor People's Campaign that 
went out protesting at McConnell's and Paul's homes demanding an end to the filibuster.



8. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/31/2021

Airtime: 6:05 pm

Segment Duration: 1:57

Description: Austin Pollack went to Bourbon County where emergency crews were collecting 
donations to help those recovering from flooding in Nicholas County. He also spoke with a 
woman who had severe damage to her home and business.

9. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/2/2021

Airtime: 5:40 pm

Segment Duration: 2:05

Description: Kristen Edwards spoke with the people behind Palmer Pharmacy's revival in 
Lexington thanks to a national grant looking to restore historic locations. The pharmacy was 
started by Dr. Zirl A. Palmer, who was the first African American to serve on the University of 
Kentucky’s Board of Trustees.

10. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm Weekend

Air Date: 8/8/2021

Airtime: 6:09 pm

Segment Duration: 1:58

Description: Austin Pollack went to Paris where the High School and Middle School football 
teams wanted to give back to the community with free back-to-school haircuts.

11. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 8/14/2021

Airtime: 11:03 pm

Segment Duration: 1:46



Description: Community members are stepping up to help people in Carlisle still recovering from 
devastating flash flooding. Austin Pollack went to Carlisle where storage sheds were being built 
to help families store their belongings until the damage is cleaned up.

12. Issue: Community Issues

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 8/22/2021

Airtime: 6:04 pm

Segment Duration: 1:29

Description: A 6-year-old Lexington boy is still recovering months after gunmen fired shots into 
his home, leaving him blind in one eye. Mike Valente went to Malakai's back to school 
celebration where friends, family, and neighbors helped him get everything he needed for a new 
year.

13. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 8/29/2021

Airtime: 11:06 pm

Segment Duration: 4:07

Description: We focused on the Railbird festival at Keeneland and the issues and successes they 
had for their second run. Austin Pollack showed us the traffic issues after day 1 of the festival 
and Christiana Ford showed us the improvements organizers made for day 2 after lengthy line 
complaints.

14. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 9/1/2021

Airtime: 5:31 pm

Segment Duration: 3:13

Description:  Evelyn Schults learned about a multistate sting operation to combat human 
trafficking across 12 states including Kentucky. We took a look at one of those arrests involving 
child exploitation online, how this crime impacts communities across Kentucky and went into the 
numbers of how many people were arrested/saved across each state.

15. Issue: Community Issues



Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 9/4/2021

Airtime: 11:09 pm

Segment Duration: 2:13

Description: Austin Pollack went to the funeral of 17-year-old Berkley Parks. Another teenager is 
accused of shooting and killing him. LEX 18 looks at the growing trend of youth violence in 
Lexington and spoke with Parks' family. They had a strong message for other teens in the 
Lexington community.

16. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm Weekend

Air Date: 9/12/2021

Airtime: 6:47 pm

Segment Duration: 2:25

Description:  Austin Pollack spoke with veterans about the mixed emotions they have been 
feeling during the 20th anniversary weekend of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

17. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at Noon

Air Date: 9/16/2021

Airtime: 12:07 pm

Segment Duration: 1:45

Description: A new junior fire chief is officially on the job in Lexington. A Coventry Oak 
Elementary School student joined the ranks of the Lexington Fire Department. LEX 18's Evelyn 
Schultz was there as firefighters awarded her with an honorary badge.

18. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/21/2021

Airtime: 6:11 pm

Segment Duration: 3:03

Description: LEX 18 is spotlighting the people and places that make London a wonderful place to 
be. London's motto is 'welcome home'. The city prides itself on how easy it is to come across 
warm and friendly faces. And one of the best places to find that is in its quickly growing 
downtown. LEX18's Sofia Millar walks us down Main Street.



19. Issue: Community Issues

Program: LEX 18 news at 5 pm

Air Date: 9/27/2021

Airtime: 5:04 pm

Segment Duration: 2:20

Description: Many people think of Lexington as a driving city. That is because without a car, it is 
difficult to get around. But the city is working to change that. Lexington is working on improving 
and connecting its trails to make the city more bike- and pedestrian-friendly. As LEX 18's 
Karolina Buczek reports, officials took a big step towards making that happen.

1. Issue: Health and Wellness

 Program:  LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 7/4/2021

Airtime: 11:02 pm

Segment Duration: 3:23

Description: Mike Valente spoke with a veteran who helps other veterans deal with their PTSD 
symptoms as the 4th of July fireworks can be triggers for many people.

  

2. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program:  LEX 18 News Sunrise at 6 am

Air Date: 7/5/2021 

Airtime: 6:08 am

Segment Duration: :55

Description: As temperatures soar above 90 degrees, it is important to keep heat-related 
illnesses in mind. LEX18 educated viewers on two of the most serious heat illnesses and the 
actions doctors recommend you take if you become ill.

 



3.  Issue: Health and Wellness

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/8/2021

Airtime: 6:06 pm

Segment Duration: 2:34

Description: Kentucky's eight-week steady decline in COVID-19 cases was broken last week. 
The increase was not massive, but Governor Andy Beshear worries it could get worse, especially 
with more aggressive COVID variants out there. LEX 18's Karolina Buczek has more on his 
concerns and the message he had for people in Kentucky.

  

4. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News Sunrise at 6 am

Air Date: 7/12/2021

Airtime: 6:47 am

Segment Duration: 3:13

Description: From anxiety to depression, kids are still struggling to emerge from the pandemic. 
Chris Conte shows us the special summer classes many schools are holding to help address 
lingering mental health issues

 

5. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program:  LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 7/19/2021

Airtime: 11:02 pm

Segment Duration: 7:40

Description: Katherine Collins broke down some new COVID-19 guidelines as the state faces 
surging Delta variant cases. We also looked at what these cases mean for the SEC 
(Southeastern Conference) football season, a local health study, and the Olympics.

6. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 7/21/2021

Airtime: 5:31 pm

Segment Duration: 2:35



Description: Kentucky is being affected by the national blood shortage. KBC (Kentucky Blood 
Center) is offering several incentives to get more people to donate to bring up supply numbers.

 

7. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 5 pm

Air Date: 7/26/2021

Airtime: 5:00 pm

Segment Duration: 4:45

Description:  We highlighted the rising coronavirus numbers, including the significant rise in daily 
cases, positivity & hospital load. We then explained the Governor's new recommendations for 
masking in all schools. We then encouraged viewers to give their stance on masking in schools 
again in an online viewer poll. Michael Berk then showed us the new FCPS (Fayette County 
Public School) superintendent's stance on masking & new restrictions during his first official day 
on the job.

 

8. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/27/2021

Airtime: 7:00 pm

Segment Duration: 3:18

Description: Our hearts are one of the most important parts of our body and we all want to keep 
them strong. But new numbers show Kentuckians are some of the least heart-healthy in the 
nation. As LEX 18’s Evelyn Schultz found out, rural life can have devastating consequences.

 

9. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/28/2021

Airtime: 7:11 pm

Segment Duration: 2:26

Description: We saw Olympic gymnast Simone Biles withdraw from team competition at the 
Tokyo games to focus on her mental health. LEX 18'S Austin Pollack found out how some 
coaches are teaching player to prioritize mental health in competitive sports.

 

10. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 5 pm



Air Date: 8/2/2021

Airtime: 5:00 pm

Segment Duration: 5:10

Description:  We highlighted the rising coronavirus numbers statewide and in Lexington, detailed 
changes coming to state-run healthcare centers due to the case counts, changes other hospitals 
are making, the University of Kentucky's vaccine goal and masking plan, and the plan for people 
to mask up inside at the upcoming Kentucky State Fair.

 

11. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm 

Air Date: 8/3/2021

Airtime: 5:48 pm

Segment Duration: 2:44

Description: Evelyn Schults shows us the improvements happening in Kentucky to make a 
smoke-free tobacco-free environment in the commonwealth. We also looked at the new link 
between alcohol and cancer.

12. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm 

Air Date: 8/11/2021

Airtime: 5:31 pm

Segment Duration: 7:38

Description: Sofia Millar started off our coverage with a look at a new trial focusing on the 
effectiveness of a COVID-19 booster shot. We explored why the World Health Organization says 
boosters should not be used yet and looked at vaccine rates, what to do about a missing vaccine 
card, and how the American Rescue Plan funds could be used in Lexington.

13. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 8/15/2021

Airtime: 11:08 pm

Segment Duration: 2:22

Description: Austin Pollack met one family trying to get medical treatment for their grandfather; 
However, they are running into issues as hospitals fill up with COVID-19 patients.



14. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/16/2021

Airtime: 5:34 pm

Segment Duration: 1:43

Description: LEX 18’s Angie Beavin found out how local hospital St. Claire Heath is handling and 
preparing for the rising COVID-19 cases right here in the commonwealth.

15. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 8/22/2021

Airtime: 11:01 pm

Segment Duration: 2:36

Description: Sofia Millar caught up with some students the night before classes begin at the 
University of Kentucky to find out how safe they are feeling regarding their heath as the 
university returns to in-person education with rising COVID-19 cases. We also looked at the age 
groups most likely to be infected by COVID-19 in Kentucky.

16. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/30/2021

Airtime: 5:35 pm

Segment Duration: 2:24

Description: LEX 18 took a closer look at the rising impact of the Delta variant as hospitals 
across Kentucky face a lack of space. Sofia Millar went to St. Claire Hospital to find out how 
much more space their new tents are giving patients and medical staff as more patients become 
sick.

17. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 9/2/2021

Airtime: 11:01 pm

Segment Duration: 1:50



Description: Kentucky's case load hits another high mark today, and as the surge continues, 
resources get scarcer. The federal government loaned Kentucky 40 ventilators. Another grim 
example of how serious things are: the hospital in Hazard has run out of space in the morgue. 
LEX 18's Austin Pollack explored the issue.

18. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/6/2021

Airtime: 6:00 pm

Segment Duration: 3:02

Description: At the request of the Governor Andy Beshear, a federal medical team has arrived in 
Morehead to offer relief. Hospital leaders told LEX 18's Sofia Millar the surge of COVID cases 
continues to increase, and they do not expect to see it go down until at least the end of 
September. They say they need all the help they can get.

19. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 9/12/2021

Airtime: 11:22 pm

Segment Duration: 2:26

Description: LEX 18’s Mike Valente spoke with a woman that delayed getting her COVID vaccine 
after believing she was out of public enough to avoid it. Now she wishes that she had gotten it 
sooner now that she is sick with covid and her family that got vaccinated is not.

20. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News Sunrise at 6 am 

Air Date: 9/15/2021

Airtime: 6:34 am

Segment Duration: 1:30

Description: Governor Andy Beshear is warning Kentuckians about a shortage of one of the 
more effective treatments for COVID-19: monoclonal antibodies. He is also warning Kentuckians 



to go ahead and get a vaccine because this treatment may not be available due to the 
nationwide shortage.

21. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

Air Date: 9/20/2021

Airtime: 6:02 pm

Segment Duration: 3:08

Description: For more than ten months now, Kentuckians have been implored to get COVID-19 
shots. But there are still people who are skeptical of the vaccine, and all vaccines for that matter. 
New polling data shows the good news is that persistent efforts have convinced more people to 
get the shot. The unwelcome news is experts say vaccine hesitancy could undo 50 years' worth 
of protection from infectious diseases. LEX 18's Karolina Buczek breaks down the data.

22. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program:  LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 9/23/2021

Airtime: 11:03 pm

Segment Duration: 2:34

Description: Mike Valente shows us what the impact of limited access to monoclonal antibodies 
means for some Kentucky hospitals struggling to fight the rising covid case numbers. He found 
out how Clark Regional is dealing with the lack of resources.

23. Issue: Health and Wellness

Program:  LEX 18 News at 11 pm

Air Date: 9/27/2021

Airtime: 11:03 pm

Segment Duration: 2:35

Description: Kentucky governor Andy Beshear urged Kentuckians who are eligible to get a 
COVID-19 booster shot to go ahead and do so. However, differing decisions from the CDC 
(Centers for Disease Control) and FDA (Food and Drug Administration) made it confusing on 



who can get the shot. Mike Valente looked at who is eligible for the Pfizer booster shots and 
what Kentuckians need to know before rolling up their sleeves.

1. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/1/2021

Airtime: 7:04 pm

Segment Duration: 2:08

Description:  After a few months of speculation, Charles Booker officially entered the U.S. Senate 
race, kicking off the start of the 2022 campaign season. LEX 18's political reporter Karolina 
Buczek has more on how this announcement is shaping the political season.

2. Issue: Political

Program: LEX 18 News at 5 pm

Air Date: 7/6/2021

Airtime: 5:02 pm

Segment Duration: 2:55

Description: Some state lawmakers want to ban Critical Race Theory in Kentucky's schools. We 
knew it would be a topic of conversation in Frankfort. But as LEX 18's political reporter Karolina 
Buczek found out, a meeting amongst lawmakers and educators made it clear that CRT is going 
to be a hot button issue at the Capitol - one with many voices.

 3. Issue: Political

Program:   LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 7/13/2021

Airtime: 5:32 pm

Segment Duration: 2:37

Description: Kentucky voters will not elect a governor until the end of 2023 but the race for the 
governor's office has already begun. And it is all happening much earlier than anyone expected. 
One prominent Republican has already announced his intentions to run, and several others are 



also considering a run. LEX 18's political reporter Karolina Buczek shows us how the race is 
shaping up with two years until election day.

 4. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 4 pm

Air Date: 7/16/2021

Airtime: 4:04 pm

Segment Duration: 1:53

Description:   Kentucky lawmakers will take a closer look at the taxes involved in the historic 
horse racing industry. That was part of the deal earlier this year when they passed a law that 
allowed these machines to be turned back on. Some say the taxes involved with the games are 
too low. Others worry putting higher taxes on them could impact Kentucky's signature industry. 
LEX 18's political reporter Karolina Buczek looks at both sides.

 5. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/21/2021

Airtime: 6:04 pm

Segment Duration: 2:37

Description: About five weeks ago, Kentucky got rid of its COVID-19 mandates. At the time, 
COVID cases were low. But now, the Delta variant is spreading and Kentucky's total COVID 
cases have steadily increased over the last three weeks. So, Governor Andy Beshear issued 
new masking recommendations this week. But this guidance is just that for now. LEX18's 
Karolina Buczek tries to clear up some of the confusion around masks.

 6. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 7/26/2021

Airtime: 5:30 pm

Segment Duration: 1:56

Description: Protesters went to Kentucky's senators with a message: end the filibuster. The Poor 
People's Campaign is a group that wants better policies for the poor. LEX 18's political reporter 
Karolina Buczek spoke with members who claim the filibuster stands in the way of progress.  

7. Issue: Political



Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/29/2021

Airtime: 7:06 pm

Segment Duration: 3:10

Description: In Kentucky, local school districts will decide for themselves whether students and 
teachers will have to wear masks when they go back to the classroom in a few weeks. However, 
the state changed its guidance, strongly advising schools to adopt a universal mask mandate. 
That means everyone inside wears a mask, regardless of vaccination status. Political reporter 
Karolina Buczek breaks down the changes.

 

8. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/3/2021

Airtime: 5:30 pm

Segment Duration: 2:09

Description: The city of Lexington will receive almost 12-million dollars to improve its waste-water 
treatment process. The project represents a major infrastructure investment the state of 
Kentucky is making thanks to federal dollars. LEX 18's political reporter Karolina Buczek looks at 
how this money will help.

 9. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at Sunrise 4:30 am 

Air Date: 8/9/2021

Airtime: 4:35 am

Segment Duration: 3:00

Description: LEX 18 Political Editor Joe St. George examines whether student loans will be 
forgiven at the federal level this year.

 

 10. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/10/2021

Airtime: 5:50 pm

Segment Duration: 2:15



Description: Kentucky recently found out it would be receiving a huge settlement from big 
pharmaceutical companies involved in the opioid crisis. And the attorney general says that 
money will be used to help the state get out of the drug epidemic. LEX 18's political reporter 
Karolina Buczek was there as the Attorney General Daniel Cameron discussed the topic at a 
roundtable discussion in Danville.

 

11. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/16/2021

Airtime: 5:32 pm

Segment Duration: 2:15

Description: Karolina Buczek was in Jeffersontown as Senator Mitch McConnell spoke about the 
situation in Afghanistan and the need for more vaccinations across the nation.

 12. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 8/21/2021

Airtime: 11:01 pm

Segment Duration: 2:55

Description: Sofia Millar spoke with two law experts about the KY Supreme Court ruling and what 
it means for the governor's emergency powers and the new laws passed in the capitol earlier this 
year.

13. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 8/25/2021

Airtime: 5:32 pm

Segment Duration: 2:13

Description: Karolina Buczek heard from Mitch McConnell and Andy Barr about business 
requiring vaccinations and if they think they should be allowed.

14. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News Sunrise at 6 am 

Air Date: 8/31/2021



Airtime: 6:27 am

Segment Duration: 3:15

Description: LEX 18 Sunrise anchors Claire Crouch and Chris Goodman did a live talkback with 
Political Editor Joe St. George. He talked about the full approval of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, 
the government plan for booster shot rollouts, and what's being said on Capitol Hill about 
potential vaccine mandates.

15. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/2/2021

Airtime: 6:04 pm

Segment Duration: 2:37

Description: Congressman Hal Rogers made Kentucky history. On September 2, he became the 
state's longest serving member of congress. He was honored in Frankfort for 40 years of service. 
He told LEX 18's political reporter Karolina Buczek he has no plans to stop any time soon.

16. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at Noon

Air Date: 9/7/2021

Airtime: 11:59 am

Segment Duration: 2:32

Description: Emotions were high for the first day of the special session in Frankfort. Protesters 
gathered outside the Capitol, chanting and picketing against mask and vaccine mandates. The 
governor's powers were a big focus for the session. Political reporter Karolina Buczek gives a 
rundown of what lawmakers will attempt to pass.

17. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/10/2021

Airtime: 6:00 pm

Segment Duration: 1:54

Description: State lawmakers set the tone for the rest of the pandemic. They voted during the 
special session to ban statewide mask mandates, meaning masking decisions will now differ 
across Kentucky. Governor Andy Beshear is not happy with that move. LEX 18's political reporter 
Karolina Buczek has his reaction.



18. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/15/2021

Airtime: 7:04 pm

Segment Duration: 2:44

Description: As the pandemic continues, most Kentucky school districts will continue to require 
masks. However, a few are choosing to make masks optional. But lawyers with the American 
Civil Liberties Union say that decision goes against federal laws that protect vulnerable students. 
Political reporter Karolina Buczek explains.

19. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News Weekend Sunrise at 6 am

Air Date: 9/18/2021

Airtime: 6:32 am

Segment Duration: 2:15

Description: After the statewide school mask mandate was officially voided by the Kentucky 
legislature, each school district needed to produce its own masking decision. For the most part, 
kids will be in masks. But a handful of school districts chose a different direction. And as LEX18's 
political reporter Karolina Buczek reported, the governor was not happy about it.

20. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/22/2021

Airtime: 7:03 pm

Segment Duration: 2:00

Description: The last 18 months of the pandemic have left doctors and nurses feeling exhausted. 
As COVID cases rise, there aren't enough hospital workers to handle the demand. Doctors 
representing several hospital groups in Kentucky went to Frankfort to explain the frustrations 
they are facing to lawmakers. LEX 18's political reporter Karolina Buczek was there for the 
testimony.

21. Issue: Political

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 9/27/2021



Airtime: 5:37 pm

Segment Duration: 3:20

Description: The house is expected to vote on a massive infrastructure bill that has already 
passed the Senate. If it passes, Kentucky would be eligible for billions of dollars to fix many 
things, including Covington's Brent Spence Bridge. Joe St. George is breaks down the high 
stakes, what is holding the vote up and how transportation issues even in other parts of the 
country could impact your wallet.

1. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/5/2021

Airtime: 6:07 pm

Segment Duration: 3:20

Description: Kentucky launched a Shot-At-A-Million contest to incentivize vaccinations for 
COVID-19. Karolina Buczek took a look at how well the program was doing in Kentucky after the 
first drawing. Most of the winners from the first round said they would have gotten their shot 
anyway. We also look at the concerns over the delta variant.

 2. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

 Air Date: 7/7/2021 

Airtime: 6:02 pm

 Segment Duration: 4:42

 Description: Christiana Ford spoke with Richmond police about how their outreach programs are 
helping bring down crime rates in the city. We dove into how this compares to the state and 
national averages.

3. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Issue 4: In-Depth



Air Date: 7/9/2021

Airtime: 6:01 pm

Segment Duration: 5:33

Description: Lexington In-Depth devoted team coverage to looking at a COVID-19 outbreak at a 
Woodford County church.  Christiana Ford went to health officials to get a demonstration on how 
quickly COVID-19 can spread in a church setting, especially when people aren't wearing masks 
or are unvaccinated. Sofia Millar went to Jackson County, which has some of the lowest vaccine 
rates in Kentucky, to find out how they're working to get more people to roll up their sleeves.

4. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/14/2021

Airtime: 6:00 pm

Segment Duration: 4:02

Description: Parents in Kentucky should check their bank accounts because most of them will 
receive their first monthly Child Tax Credit payment. 39 million American families will get money 
every month for the rest of the year. How much you get depends on your income, how many 
children you have and how old they are. Here in Kentucky, policy experts say the payments will 
help 44 percent of children get out of poverty. LEX18's political reporter Karolina Buczek goes in-
depth on what you can expect.

5. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/19/2021 

Airtime: 7:00 pm

Segment Duration: 3:44

Description: UK (University of Kentucky) Hospital went on lockdown on March 25, 2021after a 
man considered armed and dangerous came there to visit a relative. What the police say they 
found on his person and in his car led to a massive ATF explosives investigation, not only at the 
hospital but also at his Versailles home. For the first time, we know exactly what the feds found. 
LEX 18's Leigh Searcy was able to get her hands on the court documents.

6. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

Air Date: 7/20/2021 

Airtime: 6:01 pm



Segment Duration: 2:22

Description:  LEX 18 continues to investigate a federal investigation involving Brian Carroll. He is 
the Versailles man arrested outside UK Hospital with multiple weapons and explosives. Police 
found even more explosive material inside his home. We asked an explosives expert to weigh in 
on the case. LEX 18's Leigh Searcy found out just how dangerous this situation could have been.

7. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 7/28/2021

Airtime: 5:35 pm

Segment Duration: 3:05

Description: Police say Bryan Carroll, the Versailles man tackled by officers outside UK Hospital 
in March, had loaded weapons and explosives on him and in his car. But that was nothing 
compared to what the feds found in his home. That investigation made us wonder how the 
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives solves cases like this. Leigh Searcy 
traveled to Alabama to get the answers.

 

8. Issue: In-Depth

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

Air Date: 7/29/2021 

Airtime: 6:02 pm

Segment Duration: 6:30

Description: Larry Smith was live in Lexington to explain COVID-19 trends using public health 
data. Michael Berk reported from Clark County where they are back in the red zone to find out 
how rising cases could increase vaccinations.

 

9. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 8/4/2021 

Airtime: 6:06 pm

Segment Duration: 2:26

Description: We showed you photos and video of brown murky water from residents in Lee 
County last week. Today the Kentucky Division of Water says the water is safe to drink. But that 
is not stopping local officials from trying to convince the public that is the truth. Christiana Ford 
dug deeper into what is happening there and has the story.



 10. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

Air Date: 8/10/2021

Airtime: 6:07 pm

Segment Duration: 3:10

Description: Two organizations working to end veteran homelessness here in Kentucky say they 
experience a spike in calls every few months when we near the end of an eviction moratorium. 
They say they are working hard to help the people who call them, but they're concerned about 
what will happen to Kentucky's veterans when evictions do resume in less than two months. LEX 
18'S Sofia Millar goes in-depth on the topic.

11. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 8/19/2021

Airtime: 7:01 pm

Segment Duration: 4:23

Description: It's now even harder for parents to find out how many positive COVID-19 cases may 
be in their child's school. While districts are working with local health departments to track 
numbers, most of them aren't breaking down the information school-by-school.  Instead, health 
officials are only contacting those who may have been exposed. LEX 18's Leigh Searcy takes an 
in-depth look at how a couple of school systems are trying to give parents the information they 
want.

12. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm 

Air Date: 8/20/2021

Airtime: 5:34 pm

Segment Duration: 4:05

Description:  US troops are back in Afghanistan evacuating Americans, and bringing some 
Afghan refugees back to the states. Our Joe St. George goes in depth on the mission to show us 
how many people could be coming to America. We also looked at how many refugees there are 
in Kentucky.

13. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm  



Air Date: 8/23/2021

Airtime: 7:00 pm

Segment Duration: 3:07

Description:  Recent studies show mixing varied brands of COVID-19 vaccines may provide 
stronger protection. But local health experts are not yet recommending it. LEX 18's Christiana 
Ford spoke with them about why and investigates the science behind it.

14. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 8/25/2021

Airtime: 6:59 pm

Segment Duration: 4:13

Description: Hospitals across the Commonweath are overwhelmed by the latest COVID-19 
surge. Health care workers say patients are getting sicker while the beds are becoming scarcer. 
St. Claire Regional Medical Center in Morehead is one of those hospitals feeling the strain. They 
are now in a code yellow-disaster response, with more patients than they have room for. Evening 
Edition's Christiana Ford has the big picture of what all of this means. We also looked at the 
strain on other hospitals in rural areas.

15. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Sunrise at 4:30 am

Air Date: 8/30/2021

Airtime: 4:39 am

Segment Duration: 2:48

Description:  It is a benefit that millions of eligible American families have enjoyed the last two 
months, a monthly check from the IRS (Internal Revenue Service) to help support parents and 
kids. The monthly child tax credit was promised to help confront child poverty. So now, two 
months in, is it working? LEX 18 political editor Joe St. George is going in-depth to see.

16. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/1/2021

Airtime: 6:59 pm

Segment Duration: 2:56



Description: Her brother was murdered. All she wants is justice, but it is not coming fast enough. 
It is another court case backlogged because of COVID-19. Evening Edition's Christiana Ford 
goes in-depth to get a better picture of the impact these delays have beyond the courtroom.

17. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/3/2021

Airtime: 6:59 pm

Segment Duration: 4:02

Description: The governor put it bluntly, if Kentucky's current rate of COVID-19 infections keeps 
up, we will run out of critical resources, like ventilators. So how many of these tools does 
Kentucky have? Evening Edition's Karolina Buczek takes an in-depth look at Kentucky's 
ventilator capacity.

18. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/7/2021

Airtime: 7:22 pm

Segment Duration: 2:00

Description: Georgetown Police are warning drivers to keep a close eye on their financial 
accounts after officers discovered a skimmer on a pump at a local gas station. LEX-18 took an 
in-depth look at how skimmers steal your information, how to spot them, and what to do if your 
information is compromised.

19. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/9/2021

Airtime: 6:59 pm

Segment Duration: 2:41

Description: LEX 18 heard from viewers who are growing more concerned about violence in 
Downtown Lexington. Austin Pollack spoke with one mother whose son was murdered downtown 
and to Lexington's Police Chief about how his department is working to address the problem in 
an In-Depth report.

20. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm



Air Date: 9/14/2021

Airtime: 6:59 pm

Segment Duration: 6:09

Description: LEX 18 goes in-depth on whether a Clark County School Board member's family 
business made money off a school construction project. By law, it's unethical for elected board 
members to do any business with the district they serve. Leigh Searcy has been looking into an 
alleged conflict of interest.

21. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm

Air Date: 9/16/2021

Airtime: 5:34 pm

Segment Duration: 5:35

Description: Newly released national data shows more than 10,000 people reported being the 
victim of a hate crime in 2020. That is the most in 12 years. Dan Grossman sat down with two 
people who wanted to share their personal stories to let other people understand the dangers of 
bigotry. We also looked at the number of hate crimes reported in Kentucky and talked with a 
college student who says he was the target of a racially charged tirade that was captured on 
video.

22. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/20/2021

Airtime: 6:02 pm

Segment Duration: 3:08

Description: For more than ten months now, health and political leaders have implored 
Kentuckians to get COVID-19 shots. But there are still people who are skeptical of the vaccine 
and all vaccines for that matter. New polling data shows that persistent efforts have convinced 
more people to get the shot. The unwelcome news is experts say vaccine hesitancy could undo 
50 years' worth of protection from infectious diseases. LEX 18's political reporter Karolina 
Buczek took an in-depth look at the new data.

23. Issue: In-Depth

Program: LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 9/28/2021

Airtime: 6:59 pm



Segment Duration: 5:45

Description: LEX 18 had in-depth team coverage on the announcement of a new Ford plant 
coming to Kentucky. Kristen Edwards went to the Glendale community to talk with folks there 
about the excitement of getting a new facility that will bring thousands of jobs to the area. 
Christiana Ford talked with a local economist to find out what a $5.8 billion investment would 
mean for Kentucky’s economy.

1. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News Sunrise at 6 am

Air Date: 7/1/2021

Airtime: 6:12 am

Segment Duration: 1:55

Description: The Biden administration is promoting a new plan to combat the recent rise in gun 
violence across the country. Lexington has seen a spike in gun-related homicides. In a Positively 
LEX 18 report, Mike Valente spoke to a woman who started a summer camp to try and show kids 
a different option than violence.

2. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program: Best of The Bluegrass at 12:30 pm

Air Date: 7/6/2021

Airtime: 12:30 pm

Segment Duration: 1:45

Description: You do not have to go far to get a hello, friendly smile or "how are you doing" in the 
bluegrass. A recent survey by Verizon ranked Kentucky as the kindest state in the nation. It is 
something we all get to see on display each day. a local artist wanted to pay tribute to Kentucky's 
new honor. WLEX chief photographer Brian Stahl was there as she put the final touches on her 
newest work of art in a Positively LEX 18 report.

3. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5 pm

Air Date: 7/06/2021

Airtime: 5:15 pm

Issue 5: Positively LEX 18



Segment Duration: 2:56

Description: Every town has that place that is the gathering spot for folks to enjoy a delicious 
meal and talk about what is happening in the neighborhood. In Paris, that's Jerry's Restaurant on 
Lexington Road. LEX 18 videographer Joseph Mondelli stopped by the family-owned restaurant 
where they are celebrating 60 years of serving the community in a Positively LEX 18 report.

4. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm

Air Date: 7/7/2021

Airtime: 7:06 pm

Segment Duration: 2:30

Description: Community activist and hip-hop artist Devine Carama has carved out a space to 
elevate black women's voices by facilitating the "Black Girl Project." It's a musical mentoring 
initiative inspired by the contributions of black women who he says have put it all on the line. 
Evening Edition's Kristen Edwards shares what came out of this passion project in a Positively 
LEX18 report.

5. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/16/2021

Airtime: 6:13 pm

Segment Duration: 2:10

Description: As we work towards the end of the pandemic, there is a type of therapy making a 
real difference. It is not so much medication. Austin Pollack introduces us to two pups who are 
making a real difference in the lives of patients in a Positively LEX 18 report.

6. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program: LEX 18 News at 11 pm Weekend

Air Date: 7/18/2021

Airtime: 11:12 pm

Segment Duration: 2:44

Description: Austin Pollack spoke with a local baker who made her Food Network judging debut 
on tonight's episode of Buddy Vs. Duff. She gets her creation inspirations from her garden.



7.  Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/20/2021

Airtime: 6:13 pm

Segment Duration: 2:07

Description: The Franklin County Humane Society is on a mission to raise ten thousand dollars 
in a week. LEX 18's Sofia Millar has details on why the campaign started and how it'll help bring 
them closer to their new facility in a Positively LEX 18 report.

8. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 7/27/2021

Airtime: 6:10 pm

Segment Duration: 2:45

Description: After a challenging school year, the dog days of summer are in session at Eastern 
Elementary. The Scott County school has two certified therapy dogs. Claire Crouch introduces 
us to the two most popular "kids" in school and shows us how they help the students.

9. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program: LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 8/2/2021

Airtime: 6:13 pm

Segment Duration: 2:30

Description: Today marked the first day of school for students Rise STEM Academy. The K-3 
academy specifically for young girls wanted to make sure this school year started off with an 
inspirational bang.

10. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News Sunrise at 6 am

Air Date: 8/13/2021

Airtime: 6:46 am

Segment Duration: 2:15



Description: A wish to be a princess for a day has been granted for a Winchester teen. It is a 
night the girl's grandmother says they will never forget. LEX18's Katherine Collins tells us how it 
all came together in a Positively LEX 18 report.

11. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program: Best of The Bluegrass at 12:30 pm

Air Date: 8/13/2021

Airtime: 12:39 pm

Segment Duration: 2:30

Description: Lexington artist Bob Morgan has spent decades using art to share other people's 
stories. Austin Pollack shows us how he hopes his work will encourage open dialogue within the 
community in a Positively LEX 18 report. 

12. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 8/18/2021

Airtime: 6:12 pm

Segment Duration: 2:43

Description: Lee Kiefer's gold medal at the Olympics has sparked a new interest here at home. It 
has been such a buzz around the community that the phone has been ringing off the hook at 
Kiefer's club in Lexington. Austin Pollack spoke with the head coach at the Bluegrass Fencer's 
Club about the increased interest in the sport in a Positively LEX 18 report.

13. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm 

Air Date: 8/25/2021

Airtime: 5:50 pm

Segment Duration: 2:18

Description: Kristen Edwards spoke with an ICU (Intensive Care Unit) nurse about how she and 
her team remain positive during the pandemic as we follow our Healthcare Heroes.

14. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

Air Date: 9/5/2021



Airtime: 6:11 pm

Segment Duration: 2:34

Description: Sofia Millar met the Mercer County Soccer coach that was part of a head on crash 
almost one year ago. Now he is back on the field and his team says he is an inspiration.

14. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/8/2021

Airtime: 6:11 pm

Segment Duration: 3:30

Description:   A Madison County woman is doing her part to spread the joy of reading. She is 
written her first children's book. It's called "Harry the Dragon and the Judging Town." And it's not 
just a cute story, there is a lesson inside that we all could learn. Claire Crouch has the details in 
a Positively LEX18 report.

15. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 11 pm 

Air Date: 9/10/2021

Airtime: 12:25 am

Segment Duration: 2:16

Description: Katherine Collins tells us the story of the 2022 Kentucky teacher of the year and the 
surprise check he received for his arduous work and dedication to students in Mt. Sterling for a 
Positively LEX 18 report.

16. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm

Air Date: 9/15/2021

Airtime: 6:47 pm

Segment Duration: 2:55

Description: At the beginning of the pandemic, Governor Andy Beshear encouraged churches to 
ring their bells each day at 10 a.m. to help lift spirits during our time of isolation. 18-months later, 
a Woodford County woman is seeing to it that the tradition continues. Claire Crouch shares how 
she's working to spread cheer in a Positively LEX 18 report.  

17. Issue: Positively LEX 18



Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm Weekend

Air Date: 9/19/2021

Airtime: 6:05 pm

Segment Duration: 2:11

Description:   Austin Pollack found out how one Winchester Boy Scout is working towards his 
Eagle rank while providing a place to enjoy nature for Lady Veterans in a Positively LEX18 
report.

17. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 5:30 pm 

Air Date: 9/20/2021

Airtime: 5:34 pm

Segment Duration: 2:11

Description:  One man is turning a new-found passion into a way to honor veterans of the armed 
services. Ray Roe fought in the Korean War; LEX 18's Conroy Delouche shows us how Roe is 
carving his own appreciation to those who fought for our country in a Positively LEX18 report.

18. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News Evening Edition at 7 pm 

Air Date: 9/24/2021

Airtime: 7:18 pm

Segment Duration: 3:25

Description: A Kentucky man is on a mission to eliminate illiteracy. Jonathan Beatty is originally 
from Hazard. After a career in corporate finance, he is turning his sights on putting books in the 
hands of kids. In April, he launched his new social impact brand "I Love Books." Through passion 
and a love for music he is spreading the importance of reading. Claire Crouch has his message 
in a Positively LEX 18 report.

19. Issue: Positively LEX 18

Program:  LEX 18 News at 6 pm 

Air Date: 9/29/2021

Airtime: 6:12 pm

Segment Duration: 2:20

Description: A superhero made a special visit to Shriner's Hospital for Children in Lexington. 
Spiderman spent some quality time hanging out, cleaning windows on the building. As Angie 



Beavin discovered, there was just as much courage inside the building as having a webbed 
superhero hanging outside.


